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Dear friends,

This month of March has been testing for some people because of some planetary positions in the heavens.

As per the Hindu Vedic astrology, the sun is in pisces until April 15th with rahu and ketu. This could cause some difficult situations for the government and loss to some financial companies and people working therein. This sun-rahu conjunction could also cause some health related problems to many people, which could be heart related. Some noted persons may pass away during this time.

April 4th, Mars moves into gemini, a day later Saturn becomes direct motion, and sun moves into Aries on April 15th. There will be some new laws passed in the whitehouse and there may be some things relating to taxes in order to raise funds.

May 25th, Mars moves into cancer with saturn. June 21st, mercury also moves there. The new moon occurs on 26th. The last week of June could spell bad news. The time from 3rd week June to 13th July is a dangerous time. There could be earthquakes, storms, landslides and some natural disasters. The south coast of America is suspect to be the victim. Even some south American countries can be affected. Some big break-away of land.
may happen and there could be some geographical change. 
Water and fire are the two elements that would cause havoc. A time for caution on all fronts.

Around India and the sub continent, there could be some disasters. Within India, there could be some blasts, land related problems and the government could fail. Crops and agriculture would get affected.

A very tense situation around the world. Bloodshed and war like situations would loom large. This is a time for all to be cautious and controlled in their approach towards life.

There may be some danger to president George Bush. He should take care of his health. His nervous system and heart will be under great stress. His head area may also come under some infliction.

People who have the moonsign of gemini, cancer capricorn, Aries and sagittarius should be careful.

I would again say, routine live must go on, but do not make any major plans during this time. Including travelling to foreign countries. Take care of diet and guard against diseases. Do not eat meat. Animal flesh will cause some problems too. Recently the bird flu is in the news. Some time ago, it was the mad cow disease.

Vegetarian foods are best suited for humans. Do not make your stomachs a graveyard by putting in dead animals. Live in tune with nature, and live a life of Dharma (righteousness) Live by Truth, Righteousness, Peace, love and Non violence. The mind is full of vagaries and drenched with Maya. Intellect and wisdom are the true guides. God is the Guru, the Universal father and Mother. From Him, we came, and into Him we shall merge. Rest everything is a temporary delusion.

Our karmas tend to make life a reality. All joys and sorrows are our own creation. When we raise our consciousness beyond the senses, above the mind, beyond the material awareness and the 3 Gunas (classifications of the human qualities) then there will be only pure consciousness. When there is pure consciousness, there are no joys, no sorrows, no attachments, no birth, no death. No material existence.

You are then one with God, and live in the causal plane, in Hiranyaloka. The journey of life, is then truly complete.

The path to the Divine is indicated by all the 'D's.

Duty, Devotion, Discipline, Dedication, Discretion, Dharma,(religious)Dhyana(meditation) Daya(compassion) Detachment(from materialism) Direction (towards purpose)
of life) Dhairyam (patience) Daanam (charity and service to poor and helpless) and finally Daivyam (seeking God)

I wish you all the very best in your efforts.

God bless.
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